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The Sub-committees are:
S.No
Title of Sub Committee
Membership
Mandate 
Tasks/Assignment 
Deadline
Status
1
CJCC Police Sub-Committee
1. Ajmal Khan Wazir, ASJ-Tangi 
2. Mr. Khalid Sohail, DPO
3. SP(Investigation)
4.Ms.Faiza Gul, CJ-JM
5. Muhammad Hanif, CJ/JM
6. Mr. Shoukat Ali, JM, Charsadda
7. Mr. Iftikhar Shah, DSP, Headquarter
8. Mr. Muhammad Ayaz (APP)
9. Mr. Imtiaz Khan (Lawyer Community)
10. Mr.Jawad Ahmad Khan (L.Community)
	To conduct research and focus on how to improve registration of FIRs, Weak investigation, prevention and control of Crime. 
	Evolve community policing, Fair and deserving treatment with victims;

To identify issues, suggestions;
To submit reports of internal meeting, 
Evolve ADR Mechanism;
	To ensure timely production of FIRs, challans, evidence/PWs;
	Suggestions/recommendations.

	Map and scope, crime;

Collect data and statistics Police Station wise and submit weekly reports.
	Propose actions against delinquent officers.
	Internal meetings;
	AOB

7-Days

2
CJCC Prosecution Sub- Committee
1.Mrs.Rashida Bano ASJ-I
2.Mr.Shoukat Ali Judicial Magistrate
3.Mr.Qaisar Shahzad JM, Tangi
4. Mr. Ishaq Marwat, CJ/JM
5. Mr. Iftikhar Shah, DSP, Headquarter
6. Mr. Zafar Ali (Dy.P.P)
7. Mr. Muhammad Sarir Khan,
    Vice Chairman KP Bar Council, 
   (Lawyer Community)
8. Mr. Waqar Khan (Lawyer Community)

	To ensure proper scrutiny and timely submission of challans, to yield increased conviction rate;

To check frivolous complaints/FIRs/co-ordination of DPP with DPO, SPPs, with SPs/DSPs Investigation, internal meeting, get feedback and make sure timely attendance of PW’s.
	To invoke relevant provisions of law suggestions/ recommendations.
	To ensure maximum conviction rate.
	Devise plans to ensure better productivity;
	Assign prosecution Zones, Collect data of Challans, get data as to how many cases discharged after scrutiny of challans;

	Get details of challans that were deposited after considerable delay;

	Statement of departmental actions for delinquent officers;
	Submit weekly reports;
	AOB


7-Days
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3
CJCC Judiciary Sub- Committee
1. Mr. Wali Muhammad Khan, ADJ, Shabqadar
2. Mr. Arbab Sohail Hamid, ADJ, Charsadda
3. Mr. Hafiz Akbar Ali, CJ, Tangi
4. Judicial Magistrate-V, Charsadda
5. Judicial Magistrate-II, Charsadda
6. Judicial Magistrate-IV, Charsadda
7. Mr. Usman Khan (SPP)
8. Mr. Inamullah Khan (Lawyer) G.S BAR
	Police+ Prosecution + Judiciary co-ordination;
	To ensure timely speedy and inexpensive justice, to clear backlog;

Ensure proper application of laws, analyze and appreciation of evidence and use provisions for checking on false/frivolous cases.
	Ensure invoking of relevant provisions of law for summary trials in certain cases;
	Imposition of heavy costs on frivolous litigation;
Timely announcement of orders/judgments;
Timely consignments;
Speedy provision of attested copies;
Devise plans and prepare budget for better productivity; 

	Collect data/statistic of fix targets;

	Conduct internal meetings with defence lawyers to get maximum cooperation of BAR in conclusion of trials;
	Submit Weekly reports;

	AOB

7-Days
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4
CJCC Prison Sub- Committee
1. Ms. Naeem Iqbal, ASJ-V
2. Mr. Khalid Sohail, DPO
3. Mr. Iftikhar Shah, DSP, Headquarter
4. Mr. Baitullah, Deputy Supt Jail  
    Charsadda
5. Additional Assistant Commissioner
6. Mr. Daud Khan (Lawyer Community)

	To check legislative, regulatory and department oversight and supervision of Jail conditions;
	To improve performance of Judicial Magistrates in handling cases of UTPs;
	Reasons for delayed trails;
	Suggestions for improvement;
	Devise a plan for construction of new jail and repair of existing jail building; 
	To suggest and devise plants for reform of all the prisoners e.g, engaging of art teacher, religious scholars,   poets;

To arrange for lectures for awareness of lawyers and civil society for rehabilitation of probationers prisoners; 
	Ensure implementation of jail manual/prison rules;
	Collect data/statistic of male/female prisoners indicating nature of crime involved;

Ensure Health care facilities;
Ensure presence of doctors;
Ensure posting of gynecologist , Physicians, physiatrists, X-rays CT Scan machine, medicines, MRI/MRA facility;
	Ensure establishment of a small dispensary;
	Posting of dispenser + nurse
	Conduct internal meetings;
Ensure production of under trial prisoners;
	Submit detail of facilities provided to visitors;
	Submit reports;
AOB
 
7-Days

5
CJCC Probation/ Payrole
Sub- Committee
1. Wali Muhammad Khan, ASJ, Shabqadar
2. Mr. Tariq Abbas, CJ Shabqadar
3. Mr. Wajid Ali JM, Shabqadar 
4. Mr. Qaiser Shahzad, CJ, Tangi
5. Muhammad Ismail
    District Probation Officer Charsadda
6. Mr. Muhammad Rashid (APP)
7. Mr. Shakil Ahmad Khan (Lawyer)

	Co-ordination with DCO, Judicial Magistrate, Asst Director, Probation at least in a month;
	Construction of borstal house;
	Problems of prisoners;
	Ensure minimum standards for hygienic condition of jail;

Poor infrastructure;
Human resource;
	To devise plans/programs for reformation of the probationers, through engaging religious scholars to teach them Quran with tafseer to make them to establish salat to engage art teachers, poets etc to make them learn calligraphy etc;
	To engage the psychiatrist and a psychologist for conducting therapies and sessions to treat the probationers particularly those who are addicts;
	Collect data/statistics of Probationers + Payrole
	Arrange weekly interval meetings of all stakeholder; 
	Sensitized lawyers and judicial magistrate/ADJs for invoking relevant provisions relating to probation;
	Submit Report on monthly basis 
	AOB


7-Days



